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Nickelodeon's Team Umizoomi use their Mighty Math Powers to introduce numbers from 1â€“10.

This sturdy board book is sure to delight little boys and girls ages 1â€“4 as they learn to count along.
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My daughter loves Team Umizoomi. So she likes this book. Is okay to me. It's a little small, which I

guess is good for her little two year old hands, but I just wish there was more on each page to count,

or went past ten. but its pretty cheap so I'm not complaining much.

I have an Umizoomi-loving child. She goes crazy for Umizoomi and since the show is a bit older, it

was really difficult to find umizoomi toys that didn't cost and arm and a leg. These books go along

with the episodes and have been great for developing her speech. She is a bit behind on speech

but will sit and point out the objects in the book. I really get her talking so this is a major

accomplishment for us.

Cute little book for the Umizoomi-loving toddler in your life. It's short but helps practice counting. It

has very nice bright colored pages. Because it's small it's nice to put in the diaper bag to keep your

little one entertained. Although, my 2 1/2 year old prefers long stories. He was very into it when he



first got it.

My 2 year old son likes for me to read the big numbers off to him, but doesn't like to count the items

on the page (yet). Some of the items to count can be confusing (such as the balls), but it's good for

learning and reinforcing numbers.

Good little board book. I didn't read the dimensions description and was a little disappointed it was

so small. My granddaughter loves Umizoomi and really liked the book. Very simple and easy to read

and count. Great for very young children.

This is a nice board book, but is much smaller than I thought, but it is my fault that I didn't read the

measurements. Easy for the little readers to hold.

Great book for fans of umi zoomI.e. Very bright and colorful pages for little one.Also because it is a

cardboard book it's good for younger children

Nice well constructed book with bright quality images. The characters are drawn exactly like the

show. (some of the other books we bought were subtly different, but enough that my toddler

noticed)
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